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Are you tired of Zoom yet? I am. Don’t get me wrong, I crave connection with students and
colleagues, and I’m grateful to have the technology to do so. But it’s draining to be on Zoom all day.
Part of the reason is that online platforms don’t give us the nonverbal and rhythmic interaction that
is inherent in face-to-face conversations. Our video cameras are turned off or the image only
captures our heads, so we miss body language that signals interest, boredom, confusion, etc. Our
brains search for these cues and register even millisecond delays as unnatural, which means we work
harder to communicate effectively. In a live classroom, instructors continually scan the room for
these signals, which help them adjust classroom content, pace, energy level, etc. Without feedback,
instructors can slip back into what’s easy…long boring lectures. So how can you prevent this? Engage with faculty
online by turning your video on, leaning in to the camera, smiling periodically, speaking up, and even emailing them
with feedback about the content and activities that were engaging. It’s the best antidote to Zoom fatigue!
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Advisor’s Corner: David Weise (d.weise@tcu.edu)
Please watch for an email from the Psychology Department in early October regarding advising for Spring
2021 enrollment.

